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April Showers...

It is April, the sun is warming up to country and I love this time of year. Nature
becomes so vibrant, due in part to the showers and the sun. And speaking of rain, I

want to take this opportunity to mention the importance of storing your photos
correctly. I want to make sure they are not at risk with the added humidity and rains

that comes with this changing season (see below).
Also I would love to hear what topics you would like covered in the upcoming

newsletters. Send an email please let me know!
Happy Spring!

Photos Should Live Where You
Live!

You would not want to live somewhere
dank or musty, and similarly, neither do
your photos. Are they stored somewhere
like that? Get them out of the basement,
garage or attic and place them in a
temperature controlled location. A moist
environment will cause your photos to
smell, deteriorate and even grow
dangerous black mold. All three of these
things are difficult to remediate and
should be handled by a professional.
However, you can prevent this from
happening by moving your photos and
storing them in archival save containers.

Spotlight: Course Photo Mess to Success
Are your photos in a digital mess?
 Well, these courses are for you!

It is time to take control with
PHOTO MESS TO SUCCESS.

 Let Amanda Littlecott guide you through her
tried and tested straightforward paths specific

to either Mac or PC to take all your photos
from apps, devices and drives to get them
beautifully sorted so you can then decide

where and how you want to store and enjoy



your photos! Click here for details.

YouTube: Cathi's Pics Live

On April 17, at 2pm Eastern Time, I will be
joining Cathi Nelson (founder of The Photo
Managers) and a panel of other certified
photo managers to discuss photo scanning
and restoration. It will be FREE, fun and
engaging and you are sure to learn a lot! For
more information subscribe to The Photo
Managers YourTube channel or follow me on
social media for the details.

Mother's Day Gift
Yes, it is coming up soon! There are so many ways to honor our mothers and
the sweetest way is to evoke memories and sentiments. This can be
accomplished with personal photos. There are too many ways to create photo
gifts to mention them all, so here are just a few. A journal with a meaningful
photo on the cover, a photobook of your lives together, a custom recipe book
with photos, and of course a print photo organizing solution with DIG YOUR
PHOTOS! That is a gift that will keep giving for generations to come.

Need Help with Your Photos?
Reach out to me today!
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